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Trial looms in 30 days.  Counsel’s central witness in the dispute performed unevenly in
deposition testimony, but seems increasingly anxious and evidences behavioral, emotional and or
cognitive problems in various areas of proposed testimony.   Trial strategy and themes have been
evaluated through focus groups and trial simulations, but this witness carries a special burden in
explicating key themes.  What can be accomplished in the time remaining?

There exists a largely clinical and/or hortatory literature discussing how witnesses might be
prepared, but directions seem unclear and often contradictory.  Lay witnesses present special
problems since many will never previously have seen the inside of a courtroom.2  Experts, on the
other hand, often are handicapped by the very experience they bring.  In fact, smooth courtroom
delivery may mask problems jurors experience in understanding exactly what an expert is attempting
to communicate--but like the emperor’s clothes, it is difficult for counsel to perceive the problem
because of the expert’s mastery of the content area.3  Much of their experience in testifying may
mean nothing more than having repeated the same mistakes throughout a twenty year career.  Finally,
the problem may not lie in the witness so much as in how the attorney interacts with the witness.
On balance, the modification of negative courtroom behavior, through use of psychological
principles of emotional, cognitive, and behavioral intervention, has gained the attention of legal
experts and has been used to train both attorneys and witnesses in positive communication
techniques.  But the question of what to change, not whether change is possible, remains the most
challenging witness problem facing counsel on the eve of trial.

This paper outlines the framework of an empirical technique that may be employed to assess
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and even enhance witness communication skills and to identify the most critical areas for short term
intervention. Our objectives are to:

(1) Review what may be addressed in witness preparation;
(2) Provide an illustration and demonstration of how it might be attempted; and finally
(3) Explore common discovery concerns that must be addressed when considering . . . .

 

What Can Be Addressed?

After extensive preparation by attorneys and a belief that they have adequately prepared their
witnesses, many are shocked to find witnesses behave unpredictably when they take the stand.
Testimony tainted by a negative personality style, intense anxiety or anger, or problem speech
patterns will interfere with the jury's ability to evaluate the facts of the case objectively.  For
example, physicians in medical malpractice cases often are especially problematical.4  If the
physician behaves in an aggressive, arrogant or condescending manner, jurors will certainly react
negatively to the behavior(s)--yet these same doctors possess unusually effective communication
skills when facing patients in a clinical setting. Their behavior can be changed through rehearsal, but
this often is insufficient in itself.

A number of behavioral consultants have noted that even testimony which is rehearsed can
fail to produce the desired effects in the courtroom.5  Anxiety is the most common element in
undesirable courtroom witness behavior.  Because of the image of the courtroom as a place of law
and authority, the desired responses obtained in practice sessions simply dissipate while the witness
is giving testimony or being cross-examined.  Negative courtroom behavior may also result from
practice sessions that are ineffective.  This may happen because of lack of communication between
the attorney and the witness, or because of a basic lack of knowledge of what could productively
occur during practice sessions.  The final problem in practiced testimony which goes awry involves
breakdown during cross-examination.  In this situation, the witness is prepared to handle direct
examination and does so as anticipated.  However, because of the adversarial nature of the court
setting, the opposing lawyer appears intimidating to witnesses, leaving them feeling angry and
anxious.  Effective training must occur in a realistic setting--not across a conference room table--and
preferably before a live jury.  The specific problems, however, must be identified and a plan for
change evaluated before any advice is offered to a witness.

Identification of problem behaviors.  Effective training begins with feedback. Videotape recording
as the attorney examines the witness provides an opportunity for both members of the trial dyad to
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monitor and modulate their behavior.  The following attributes can be assessed through visual and
oral recordings:

! communication style, including tone, rate of speech, and vocabulary, e.g., no jargon;
! facial expressions and eye contact, e.g., hostile and angry looks;
! ability to interact, e.g., good listening skills, respectful demeanor;
! reactions to adverse conditions, e.g., stress, handling anger and intrusive cross-examination;
! empathic skills, e.g., accurately assessing others' thoughts and feelings;
! body posture, including hands and gesturing; and
! manner of dress.

Once observed, these issues then can be addressed through planned intervention.  The
following negative behaviors can be modified in short-term preparation before trial:

! extreme emotional responses to anger and anxiety;
! over-activity in physical movement or speech, distracting body movements or ramrod

posture;
! speaking too fast or mumbling;
! defensive behaviors, e.g., body/arm positions, evading eye contact, interruptions and

unresponsiveness;  
! overly-detailed ("lecture-like") answers, which are both confusing and boring;
! distracting facial expressions, such as grimacing, clenched jaw, eyes closing;
! overuse of professional jargon, which can be perceived as condescending or evasive.

Emotional problems.  It may also be important to allow the potential witnesses to vent intense
feelings before testimony so that they will not surface in undesirable ways during the courtroom
appearance.  If the witness appears "stuck" in a constant emotional frame of mind, it is then
important to help the witness learn alternate ways of emotional expression which might help the
individual control negative feelings.  Relaxation training may be a useful technique when taught to
the lawyer for use on the witness or when used directly by the behavioral consultant.  Imagery may
also be an effective means of reducing tension and altering negative emotional expressions.

Cognitive problems.  In order to reduce negative feelings, potential witnesses can be taught to alter
cognitive process which will intervene in the emotional state to produce better recall and emotional
relaxation.  The techniques which combine relaxation with cognitive procedures appear ideal in
stopping negative thoughts and feelings, so that the refocusing on the "task at hand" (testimony) can
proceed.

Witness preparation services should proceed through three phases:  assessment, intervention,
and evaluation.   In the assessment phase the behavioral consultant and counsel must work as a team
with the witness in order to identify negative feelings and behaviors that may function as threats to
witness credibility in court.  Interventions may use principles of behavioral modeling, role-playing,
and relaxation techniques in order to address traits and characteristics that may be negatively
perceived by the jury.  Once modeling is completed, role-playing exercises, fashioned by an attorney-
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behavioral consultant team, can address both direct and cross examination.  Videotaped feedback
and attorney or consultant expertise can be used to shape witness behaviors.  Videotape provides
feedback to the witness, detects problems in testimony that may be missed during the actual role-
playing and verifies estimates of threats to credibility.  This feedback is an integral part of evaluation.
The evaluation phase is significantly enhanced by means of focus group jury simulations using real-
time response systems.  The mock trial will evaluate the effectiveness of behavioral changes through
juror responses to jury questions on witness performance.

Individualized programs may be produced for witness preparation that will enhance the
witness' psychological attractiveness to the jury.  Physical appearance affects the impression formed
by observers in the courtroom.  Dress, grooming, as well as behavior in the courtroom, are as
important as style and content of testimony. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize this is not
therapy and no long-term changes are likely to obtain--so such work often is best planned for the
period immediately before trial.

Finally, counsel should investigate and identify trial consultants with both appropriate
training and extensive experience in witness preparation in all types of litigation.  Such staff may
have backgrounds in psychology, sociology, and/or communications are widely available to work
with  witnesses--although they may not yet call themselves “trial consultants”.  When there are
indications of severe emotional and/or paralinguistic dysfunctions in the defendant, licensed
professionals from appropriate specialties, e.g., psychiatrists, psychologist, and speech pathologists,
may be engaged to assess and assist in the witness preparation process.  

All of these decisions, however, should be based on empirical observations of witness
behavior before a jury and not merely conference table assumptions.  Just because someone dresses
sloppily or speaks with a lisp does not mean the testimony offered will be rejected or even
misunderstood.  In fact, if expectations about a witness are created on the basis of testimony by other
trial witnesses, changing the witness in key areas of communication skills may, in fact, be self-
defeating because their role in the overall trial story will no longer be consonant with other
witnesses. 

Typical Witness Assessment Sessions (Seminar Demonstration)

The evaluation process, a part of which is demonstrated today, begins with a modified focus
group.  Lead counsel and a second attorney each present a five to ten minute summary of the case
in a mini-opening statement to approximately eight subjects.  Key witnesses may be introduced and
undergo both direct and hostile cross-examination for between 60 and 90 minutes.  Next, counsel
summarizes key arguments as they pertain to the witness and the group retires to discuss the case.
Staff interact with the jurors in a focus group format.  Finally, the group meets with the witness to
provide direct feedback.  These peer responses are often more effective than communications with
professionals because the witness knows what was supposed to be communicated and lay jurors
provide unbiased evaluation of what they heard.   Surrogate jurors also may complete a pretest
questionnaire, witness assessment rating sheets and a personal verdict form. 
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Data collection in such group exercises is enhanced by continuous, electronic monitoring of
juror reactions to either counsel or witness responses.  Each juror’s seat may be equipped with a 10-
point responder or answer key pad.  Ratings of plaintiff and defense interrogation of the witness is
collected from each juror every two seconds and analyzed by computer with tracking of specific sub-
groups.  A computed graph of approval ratings is then superimposed on a video image of the attorney
addressing the witness. During subsequent counseling and feedback sessions with the witness, it is
particularly easy to identify portions of testimony where it was problematical from a jury
perspective. This helps prevents polarization between counsel and the witness and makes it easier
for the subject to accept the advice as a function of trial dynamics rather than some personal failure.
The data and report provide a base for further counseling by attorneys or outside professionals.

Discovery Concerns: The Witness Preparation Problem

Mr. Liman. [Y]ou are looking at a book there.  What is the book, sir?

Mr. North The book is made up of notes that I have made in trying to prepare with counsel for this

hearing.

. . .

Mr. Sullivan. Don’t tell him what it includes.

Mr. Liman Well, I think that if a witness is looking at something that I, as counsel, am entitled to see

what he is refreshing his recollection with.

Mr. Sullivan. I think you are wrong.  That is a product of lawyers working with clients.

. . .

. . . That is none of your business.6

The notion of empirical witness evaluation may have been enhanced by new data collection
techniques and increasingly effective short-term interventions they engender for trial preparation.
Nevertheless, the inadvertent disclosure and waiver of the work product privilege is a continuing
concern, in large part because trial consultants usually are unable to offer assurances against
discovery.  The work product privilege, attorney-client privilege, the discoverability of expert
witness work product and the discovery of materials used to prepare witnesses to testify each bear
careful consideration when using surrogate lay jurors to assist in witness assessment, preparation or
training.

It is conventional wisdom that these techniques will be shielded from disclosure by either the
attorney client privilege, work product doctrine or some interplay between the two.  For example the
California Superior Court for Contra Costa County ruled in 1988 that a videotape of a witness’
participation in a mock trial was protected from disclosure as work product.
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The issue presented itself in litigation arising from the Sun Valley Air Crash Cases.  During
the deposition of one of the plaintiffs’ experts, the witness disclosed his participation in a mock trial
where his testimony had been videotaped.  The trial court ultimately refused to order production of
the videotape on the basis that it was work product.  The court reasoned that because the witness had
been prepared by counsel, the videotape contained, in part, the impressions and tactical
considerations of plaintiffs’ counsel.

However, this is a relatively new area of the law.  Accordingly, prudence dictates that
reasonable precautions be taken, as with all such matters, to ensure the privilege.  This importance
cannot be overstated as there is at least one court which suggests disclosure is appropriate in certain
circumstances.

In Southern Pacific Transportation Company v. Banales, 773 S.W.2d 693 (Tex. App. 1989),
the plaintiff brought suit for a personal injury he allegedly sustained on the job.  The employer staged
a practice, videotaped deposition of one of its witnesses.  During the actual deposition, plaintiff’s
counsel became aware of the practice deposition and sought a copy of the videotape.  The employer
refused on the basis of work product.  The trial court ordered production of the videotape without
reviewing it to determine whether it contained work product material.

On appeal, the appellate court remanded the case with instructions for the trial judge to
review the tape in camera.  The appellate court suggested that to the extent the tape contained
strategy, evaluation of the case’s strengths or weaknesses or mental impressions of counsel, it should
be protected.  On the other hand, the court suggested that if the tape contained information tending
to mold the witness’s testimony, no protection should be accorded.

One method of ensuring the privilege is maintained is to formally retain surrogate jurors as
employees of the law firm, or at the very least, as employees of the consultant who in turn is bound
to counsel by formal contract.  Consider the following example:

The undersigned, an independent contractor performing services for________("__"), in consideration of the

fees to be paid by ___  for his or her services, hereby agrees as follows:

1. Release from Liability. The undersigned hereby releases ___, and its' officers, directors and  shareholders,

and any other person or entity providing services or facilities to ___, from any and all claims, demands, actions,

causes of action, damages and liabilities of any nature that may arise or that the undersigned may suffer, relating

to or arising out of the services to be provided by the Independent Contractor; including, without limitation, any

personal injuries that may be suffered by the undersigned.

2. Right to Use Image, Photograph and Voice Recording. ___ may use the image (including videotaped

images), name, photograph, portrait, and voice (including taped statements) of the undersigned for any

commercial or other lawful purpose.

3. Confidentiality. The undersigned understands that ___ is engaged in providing services to its clients of a

highly confidential nature and will be seriously compromised in its relationship with its clients if the

undersigned discloses any information obtained during the course of rendering services to  ___ . Accordingly,

at no time will the undersigned divulge, disclose, or communicate , directly or indirectly, to any person or entity,

for any reason or in any manner whatsoever, any information disclosed to the undersigned during the course
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of the undersigned's rendering services to ___, including, without limitation, any information relating to any

of ___'s clients or to any pending or potential lawsuit. The parties acknowledge that any breach of this covenant

by the undersigned will result in irreparable damage to ___ and that, in addition to any damages that ___ may

be entitled to recover, ___ will be entitled to  injunctive relief.

As in any other area involving human subjects, informed consent is critical to this agreement.
Potential concerns surrogate jurors may have regarding such topics as, for example, the use of their
own videotaped image, must not impinge on discovery issues from the client’s perspective, hence
the attention also to liability and rights to recordings mentioned above.  Other issues may be
addressed as well.
 

Conclusion

Empirical assessment and evaluation of witness shortcomings is a useful step in final trial
preparations in the final month preceding trial.  Feedback from impartial, uninvolved jury-eligible
citizens provides a neutral method for impressing witnesses with the need to change in a non-
judgmental fashion: e.g., the jurors didn’t understand you.  There is a reduced likelihood the witness
will be offended and gratuitous advice that has no bearing on the message jurors actually hear during
trial can be avoided.  Finally, the witness is evaluated in the context of the trial story as opposed to
abstract personal characteristics which, in themselves may be offensive but have no overall impact
on the outcome of trial.  The secret of the process is the linkage of immediate feedback of
information from jurors (electronic response systems) with video monitoring.  Just as many attorneys
have long sought professional advice on how to improve their golf swing, seeing the errors for the
first time on videotape (and subsequent improvements) make learning much more effective.

Broadening participation in trial preparation raises serious concerns regarding discovery
issues.  Counsel must be vigilant as in any other area of practice as these privileges can be waived.
It is imperative that lay surrogate jurors, formally should be hired by contract with the client’s law
firm to protect the work product privilege.  Any derivative written reports must be appropriately
stamped and treated as controlled documents. 
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